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Big Data – a preamble
• Gartner (2010): High Volume / High Velocity / High Variety

• McKinsey (2011): “Big data: The next frontier for innovation,
competition, and productivity”
• House of Commons Science & Technology Select Committee report
(Feb, 2016): "The big data dilemma” – opportunities & ethics
• Mike Whitelegge, M&S: “Big Data? More data!” – transactions

• Professor David Hand (Imperial); Dr. Harvey Lewis (Deloitte)
• MRS’s questions (reversed): What does Big Data give us now? Can
Big Data replace the Census?

Outline
• Commercial users – members of the DUG
• Why? Starting with business questions
• Hunting better data (theory, & in practice)
• We live in exciting times: current initiatives to mobilise big data
• A replacement for the Census?
• + some useful links

Informed by DUG
• 14 member Business-To-Consumer companies
• Diverse sectors
• Millions of customers (& transactions) – analysing behaviour
• Members’ quarterly meetings discussions (since 1998)
• Conference, e.g. 2012: “Retail Issues, Big Data, and Research”
• Posing questions (curiosity) / hunting data / driving decisions

“What’s rattling my cage” at recent DUG meetings
Traditional questions (Best customers? Retention? Finding more? New
stores? Closing stores? Targeting advertising?) plus…….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How are online sales changing?
What’s the effect of digital trading on physical stores?
How should we attribute sales?
How should we organise click & collect?
How can we track intra-shopping centre footfall?
Will cash continue to be used?
What’s the best source of parking data?
What will be the impact of Crossrail on the South East economy?

Masters’ research projects with ESRC, 2012+ –
and hunting data (some Big, but not all)
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DUG Conference 2015

ESRC Prize: Anastasia Ushakova, UCL
Presented by Bruce Jackson, Senior Knowledge Exchange Manager, ESRC
British Gas project:
“Can we identify vulnerable energy customers in the UK using smart meter
data?”

Hunting relevant data: a) existing customers
• Seeking to better understand own customers – BIG data
• M&S (Mike Whitelegge speaking in 2014) about events per week:
– 21 million customer visits to stores
– 12 million baskets
– 60 million items of clothing & food
– 17 million payment events
– 5 million non-M&S baskets (using M&S card)
– 5 million visits per week online
– Plus Facebook likes, & Twitter followers
– All data held for 4 + years
– Analysis & actions (but nothing “creepy”)

Hunting relevant data: b) external sources
• Unit records (people, addresses, competitor locations, etc.)
• Sample surveys (e.g. Living Costs & Food)
• Aggregate statistics or estimates for Output Areas (e.g. Census

residents, workers, & commuters; Neighbourhood Statistics (NB);
geodemographic classifications; and estimates of market sizes)
• Postcode directories and look-ups
• Social media
• Map data (boundaries, points, background wallpaper, and networks

for travel times)

Detailed mapping + Output Area Stats (London OAC)

Where might such data be found? Sources
• Open Data
– www.data.gov.uk
– Benefits: Free; Numerous (c. 28,000); Range of topics; Possible proxies

– Challenges: Hunting; Formats / Ease of use; Ethics

• Value-Added Resellers
– Cost – but worth it; specialist expertise
– Additional proprietary data sources, e.g. pooled databases
– Speed, convenience

The ideal data……a checklist
• Relevant topic?
• The population, & subject detail?
• Geographical detail – Output Areas?
• UK-wide?
• Recent?
• Coverage, & quality?
• Any damage by Statistical Disclosure Control?

• Accessible?

But, data & decisions in practice……
• Perfection?
• “National Statistics”?
• The need for speed of analysis & decisions

• Pareto’s 80:20
• “It is better to be vaguely right than exactly wrong” (Carveth Read,
1898, and J M Keynes too)
• Firmi estimates – beyond piano tuners in Chicago
• The vital importance of good metadata (to assess the checklist)

DUG’s priorities
• The (definitive) National Address Gazetteer, and OS Map data
enabled by the Public Sector Mapping Agreement
• Counts of people by location, and by time of day, from mobile phone

data for Output Areas (not masts)
• Aggregate statistics on Income & Wealth at Output Area level, created
from government administrative files, e.g. HMRC, DWP – now!
• ONS to pool companies’ transaction data to create timely estimates of
prices and growth, and statistics for small areas on market sizes and

sales channels (especially online)
……….All are BIG

Current initiatives to mobilise big data
• Administrative Data Research Network (ADRN) – ESRC
• Consumer Data Research Centre (CDRC) – ESRC
• Easing access to microdata (& creating another role for resellers)

• HoC Science & Technology Select Committee report
• Sir Charlie Bean's Independent review of UK statistics
• Cabinet Office proposals for Data Sharing – consultation
• So, can Big Data replace the Census?..........

Can the UK create good small area statistics with Big
Data?
• Geography – Output Areas
• Frequency – e.g. annual
• Topics
– Additions (e.g. Income); also proxies
– Omissions (e.g. Language)

• All UK?
• Coverage, & Quality?
• Change / Instability?
• Multivariate analysis, & Government Data Sharing
• Non-Government Big Data

Some useful links (1)
• Gartner (2010): High Volume / High Velocity / High Variety
http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/big-data/

• McKinsey (2011) report: “Big data: The next frontier for innovation,
competition, and productivity” http://www.mckinsey.com/businessfunctions/business-technology/our-insights/big-data-the-next-frontier-for-innovation

• House of Commons Science & Technology Select Committee report
(Feb, 2016): "The big data dilemma”
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commonsselect/science-and-technology-committee/news-parliament-2015/big-data-dilemmareport-published-15-16/

Some useful links (2)
• Mike Whitelegge (M&S): Why big data is a big deal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LtcVY63vjQ

• DUG Conference 2012 “Retail Issues, Big Data, and Research”
http://www.demographicsusergroup.co.uk/22.html

• Professor David Hand (Imperial College): “Big Data”
http://www.demographicsusergroup.co.uk/resources/David+Hand.pdf

• Dr Harvey Lewis (Deloitte) “Open, Mobile, Gigantic – OMG”
http://www.demographicsusergroup.co.uk/resources/Harvey+Lewis.pdf

• Datashine: http://blog.datashine.org.uk/

Some useful links (3)
• Administrative Data Research Network (ADRN) – ESRC
http://adrn.ac.uk/

• Consumer Data Research Centre (CDRC) – ESRC
https://www.cdrc.ac.uk/

• Sir Charlie Bean's Independent review of UK statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/independent-review-of-uk-economicstatistics-interim-report

• Cabinet Office proposals for Data Sharing – consultation
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/better-use-of-data-in-government
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